Induction of cell cycle regulatory proteins by murine B cell proliferating pectic polysaccharide from the roots of Bupleurum falcatum L.
Bupleuran 2IIc, a pectic polysaccharide isolated from the roots of Bupleurum falcatum L., was characterized as a T-cell-independent B cell mitogen, that activates, proliferates and differentiates B cells in vivo and in vitro (Immunology 97 (1999) 540). Studies were focused on elucidating the mechanism by which bupleuran 2IIc causes proliferation of B cells and expression of cell cycle regulatory proteins. B cells showed slower rates of entry into the S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle when stimulated with bupleuran 2IIc versus anti-IgM. However, the Stimulation Index continued up to two times longer with bupleuran 2IIc over anti-IgM. Although both bupleuran 2IIc and anti-IgM induced similar expressions of cell cycle regulatory proteins, cyclins D2, A, and B1, in B cells, those cells stimulated with bupleuran 2IIc appeared to sustain expressions of these protein for longer periods of time. Stimulation of B cells with bupleuran 2IIc induced phosphorylation of retinoblastoma protein, pRB, an important gene product regulating the restriction point, R, which is responsible for the transition from the G0/G1 to the S phases of the cell cycle. The results of this study demonstrate that both bupleuran 2IIc and anti-IgM interact with B cells, thus, leading to expressions of cell cycle regulatory proteins. However, the respective modes of binding and proximity of interactions with the B cell membrane may differ.